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In the class of smooth periodic functions, we consider Hamiltonian equations
ut=K(u), constants of the motion Fm(u) that are in involution, and prove an
infinite-dimensional version of Liouville’s Theorem. We explain in what sense the
generic level set of the functionals Fm(u) is an infinite-dimensional torus, why the
solution of the Hamiltonian equation is almost periodic in time, and describe how
neighboring generic infinite-dimensional tori are related. The proof of the Theorem
is independent of the method of inverse spectral theory and the viewpoint of
algebraic curves.  1998 Academic Press
1
In the class t  u(t) of smooth periodic functions on [0, 1], we consider
Hamiltonian equations
u
t
=K(u), (1)
where K(u) is a nonlinear operator, and also constants of the motion Fm(u)
that are in involution which render (1) completely integrable.
In the classical case,
dv
dt
=K(v), v # R2N
a theorem of Liouville states that the system is completely integrable. If the
involutive constant functions Fm(v), m=1, 2, ..., N are independent in the
sense that their gradients are linearly independent and if the N dimensional
level set satisfying Fm(v)=Fm(v0), m=1, 2, ..., N is compact; in fact,
(a) the level set is an N dimensional torus on which the flow is
quasiperiodic and
(b) neighboring Louville tori are diffeomorphic to one another.
The classical proof of the Liouville theorem is based on the inverse func-
tion theorem. For the special case of the Kortewegde Vries equation,
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McKean and Trubowitz [1] used the method of inverse spectral theory
and integrated the equation in the class of smooth periodic functions. They
obtained the general solution, and identified the generic invariant set for
Kortewegde Vries with an infinite-dimensional torus, and verified that
smooth periodic solutions of KdV are almost periodic in time. Their study
[1] did not describe how neighboring tori are related. In previous work
[2], we gave a proof of an infinite-dimensional version of statement (a) of
Liouville’s Theorem, and explained in what sense the generic level set of the
functionals Fm(u) is an infinite-dimensional torus and why the solution of
(1) is almost periodic in time. An application of [2] to KdV yields a dif-
ferent proof of the result of McKean and Trubowitz. In [2], we were
unable to use the implicit function theorem. We introduced instead a local
open mapping theorem for certain types of non-differentiable maps. In the
present work, we extend the results of [2] to describe how neighboring
generic infinite-dimensional tori are related and thus provide a generaliza-
tion of Liouville’s theorem. The proof depends on a variant of the local
open mapping theorem introduced in [2]. This approach is related to
Lax’s [3, 4, 5] study of finite-dimensional level sets of completely
integrable partial differential equations and is independent of the method of
inverse spectral theory and the viewpoint of algebraic curves. The periodic
Kortewegde Vries equation
ut+uux+uxxx=0
illustrates the results of the present study.
2
Let Hn (n0) denote the usual Sobolev space of functions on [0, 1], of
period one, having derivatives of all orders up to n with norm
&w&2n= :
jn
|
1
0
|D jw(x)|2 dx.
The norm in the space L2 is denoted by &w&. For w # Hn and integers j, k,
and p with p2, it is known that
p|
1
0
|D jw(x)| p dx2 p&22p &Dkw&a &w&1&a,
where a=( j+ 12&1p)k and 1 j<kn. We denote by C
n
1 the space of
functions of period one having continuous derivatives of order less than or
equal n. The subscript of Hn is generally suppressed.
The Hamiltonian formulation of (1) is due to Lax [3] and is applied to
the Kortewegde Vries, sine-Gordon, nonlinear Schrodinger equations and
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others. Let F (u) denote an analytic functional whose argument is a smooth
functions of period one and let ( , ) denote the scalar product in L2 . Then
lim
=  0
=&1(F (u+=v)&F (u))=(GF (u), v)
for appropriate u and v defines GF (u), the gradient of F at u. In studying
the different partial differential equations (1), it is convenient to introduce
an appropriate Poisson bracket of F (u) with H(u) of the form
[F (u), H(u)]=(GF (u), JGH(u)),
where J is an antisymmetric operator independent of u and defined dif-
ferently for various equations. If K(u)=JGF (u), then the equation (1) is
said to be Hamiltonian. We denote by SF (t) u the nonlinear operator
determining the solution of (1) on the basis of its initial values at
t=0 : u(t)=SF (t) u0 . If [F, H]=0 for all u, then the solutions of (1) and
of ut=JGH(u) commute: SH(t) SF (t$)=SF (t$) SH(t) for all t and t$.
In what follows, let Mn denote the portion of the space H of smooth
periodic functions for which n of the functions F1 , F2 , ... have distinct
values. In applications, (1) is of the form
ut=[Q, A], (1a)
where the operator Q and A depend on u. In particular Q(u) appears as an
operator and the spectrum of Q is independent of the nonlinear flow (1).
The spectrum *m(u) are functionals of u that are the integrals of the motion
and Fm(u) is a function of *m(u). For particular equations, additional poly-
nomial type integrals of motion Im(u) are known explicitly. Im(u) are
directly related to *m(u). As for KdV,
Q=&
d 2
dx2
+u
and
A=4
d 3
dx3
&\3u ddx+ux+ .
The eigenvalues *m(u) of Q are constant along the KdV flow and
Fm(u)=*m(u)&*m(0). The first three functionals Im(u) are
|
1
0
u dx, |
1
0
u2 dx, |
1
0 \
u3
6
&
u2x
2 + dx.
Let M=m=1 M
m. For u0 # M, we consider the compact set
Mu0=[u | Fm(u)=Fm(u0), m1]
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in H. The proof of the theorem uses the fact that &u& is constant on Mu0
for every u0 in M. However the statement of the Theorem still holds if we
remove this condition and use the properties of the constants Fm(u).
To identify Mu0 with the standard infinite-dimensional torus T
=
[0, 1) we first state the result in [2]. Let u be an element of Mu0 and view
the latter as a subset of L2 . Define Gm(u) to be the gradient of Fm(u) at u.
Gm(u) is a vector that is normal to Mu0 at u. Let Nu be the closure in L2
of the span of Gm(u) and assume that Gm(u) is a basis of Nu ; by which we
mean (a) each element Gu in Nu is uniquely expressible as Gu=tG(u)=
m=1 tmGm(u) for t in the Hilbert space l2 and (b) Gu admits the estimate
c1(u) |t| l2&tG(u)&c2(u) |t| l2 ,
where c1 and c2 depend continuously on u in M. Nu is the normal space
of Mu0 at u and, by our assumptions, no single gradient Gm(u) lies in the
closure in L2 of the other gradients Gn(u). The Poisson bracket of Fm(u)
and Fn(u) vanishes for all m and n and for u in the class of smooth period
one functions. The functionals Fm(u) generate commuting flows
u
t
=Km(u)=JGm(u) m1 (2)
on Mu0 and F1(u), ..., Fm(u), ... are constants of these motions. Km(u) is
tangent to Mu0 at u. Denote by Tu the closure in L2 of the span of Km(u).
Suppose that Km(u) is a basis of Tu ; each element Ku in Tu is uniquely
expressible as Ku=m=1 tm Km(u)=tK(u) for t in l2 , and
c1(u) |t| l2&tK(u)&c2(u) |t| l2 , (3)
where c1 and c2 depend continuously on u in M. Assume that Tu equals the
orthogonal complement of Nu . Tu represents the tangent space and every
direction of L2 has been accounted for. Let Sm(tm) u0 denote the nonlinear
operator uniquely determining the solution of (2) on the basis of its initial
values at t=0 : u(t)=SFm(tm) u0 . For t in l2 we show that
S(t) u= lim
N  
‘
N
m=1
Sm(tm) u0
in Hn where S(t+t$) u=S(t) S(t$) u for t, t$ in l2 , and for t # l2 S(t) u # Hm
is continuous in t uniformly in u on Mu0 . Denote by dGF (u) the second
derivative of F defined by
lim
=  0
=&1(GF (u+=v)&GF (u))=dGF (u) v.
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Let v({), {0 be a curve in Mu0 that satisfies dv({)d{=Kv({) with v(0)=v1
and let dGv({) Kv({)=dGv({) d{ admit the estimate
(dGuKv , K$v)
&Kv& &K $v&
c &Gv&, (4)
where K $v # Tv , c is independent of v(0) # Mu0 , and v=v({) for small {.
Then S(t) u0 is an open map of l2 onto Mu0 in Hn . Let Lu0 denote the set
of t in l2 for which S(t) u=u for all u in Mu0 . S is a homeomorphism of
l2 Lu0 onto Mu0 in Hn . l2 Lu0 is compact and may be identified as in [2]
with the standard infinite-dimensional torus T : in more detail, there exist
|m , m1 from Lu0 so that each t of l2 Lu0 is uniquely represented by
t=m=1 {m|m where 0{m<1 for all m. Mu0 is an infinite-dimensional
torus and the solution Sm(tm) u is almost periodic on l2 Lu0 , uniformly with
respect to initial values u # Mu0 .
The identification of Mu0 with an infinite-dimensional torus and the
proof of the almost periodicity of the flow of Sm(tm) u0 depend upon the
following assumptions: (a) the compactness of Mu0 , (b) [Fm(u), Fn(u)]=0
for all m and n, (c) the assumptions that the sequences Km and Gm are a
bases for T and N, respectively, with NT=L2 , and (d) the estimate
of dG. These assumptions are analogous to the conditions imposed in
the finite-dimensional Liouville Theorem. Examples are known which
show that our arguments are not valid unless something like the assump-
tion (d) is satisfied, specifically that the gradients Gm satisfy a growth
condition.
In the present study, it is supposed that m=1 F
2
m(u) is bounded
uniformly in u on bounded sets in H. Let F (u)=(F1(u), ..., Fm(u), ...) and
l=F (M) # l2 . In what follows, we use the estimate (3) of Ku and the corre-
sponding estimate of Gu where the constants c1(u) and c2(u) are locally
independent of u in a small neighborhood of any u0 in M.
Let v0 # M and f0=F (v0) # l. We write uf0 for v0 . For different f in a
small neighborhood of f0 in l, we pick out distinct initial points uf close to
uf0 in M with f =F (uf). In particular, we prove that for f in a small
neighborhood of f0 , there exist uf in M with f =F (uf) and
| f & f0 | l2c &uf&uf0 &,
where c is locally independent of u # M and f # l. This result will be
obtained by constructing a curve u( f, s), 0s1 that is continuous in H,
connects uf0 with uf in M, and remains in M except for a countable number
of values of s. The curve is relatively short in the sense that the length of
the curve in H joining uf0 with uf is bounded by a fixed multiple of
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| f & f0 | l2 . The curve that joins uf0 to uf depends uniquely on uf0 . The con-
struction begins with uf0 and the direction
( f & f0) Guf0= :

m=1
( fm& f 0m) Gm(uf0)
transverse to Muf0 at uf0 . For u in M, use the analyticity of Fm(u) to verify
that, locally, any line in H through u is contained in M with the exception
of a countable number of elements. If
"u{&( f & f0) Guf0":0 &( f & f0) Guf0 &
at {=0, :0 being a small fixed constant, then there is a curve u({) for {
small enough that remains in M except for a countable number of elements
and | f &F (u({))| l2 is less than | f & f0 | l2 by an amount that is comparable
to the angle between
( f & f0) Guf0 and
u
{
at {=0. If for u # M and directions v transverse to Mu at u, dGm(u) v
admits the estimate
&dGm(u) v&cm &v&,
where cm is square summable locally uniformly in u and v in M, then itera-
tion leads to uf in M with f =F (uf) and
| f & f0 | l2c &uf&uf0 &,
where c is locally independent of u # M and f # l.
Next, we prove that the torus Muf=F
&1( f ) is homeomorphic to the
standard torus T . We establish that Muf0 is characterized by basic gener-
ators |m( f0) that are periods of S(t) uf0 , and that for f in a small enough
neighborhood of f0 in l, the |m( f0) may be continuously extended to the
basic generators |m(uf) that describe Muf . This gives a relatively short
curve continuous in H and contained in M except for a countable number
of elements.
The inverse image of F (u)= f0 equals Muf0 and S(t) uf0 is a
homeomorphism of l2 Lf0 onto Muf0 . We first identify l2 Lf0 with the set Tf0
of convergent sums
:

m=1
{m|m( f0), 0{m<1,
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where the convergence is in l2 , and |m( f0) # Lf0 is a complete minimal l2
sequence that generates Lf0 : the closure in l2 of the integral span of |m
equals Luf0 . For f in a small enough neighborhood of f0 in l, we find
|m( f ) # Lf with
||m( f )&|m( f0)| l2
1
2 ||m( f0)| l2 ,
where |m( f ) converges to |m( f0) in l2 as f tends to f0 in l. Furthermore,
|m( f ) is a complete minimal l2 sequence that generates Lf , and Muf=
F&1( f ) is identified with the set Tf of convergent sums m=1 {m|m( f ),
0{m<1, with convergence in l2 uniformly in {m and f. Furthermore,
there exists a curve m=1 {m|m( f, s), 0{m<1, continuous in l2 that con-
nects m=1 {m|m( f0) with 

m=1 {m|m( f ) and is relatively short in the
sense that the length of the curve in l2 is less than 12 |

m=1 {m|m( f0)| l2 . Tf
is homeomorphic to Tf0 , and for f in a small enough neighborhood of f0
in l, Tf is uniformly close to Tf0 . We verify that S(t) u in H is continuous
in (t, u) from l2_M. This leads to a result which states a sense in which
Mf is connected with Muf0 .
Theorem. Let Fm(u) be a sequence of analytic functions of u # H that are
in involution and square summable uniformly in u on bounded sets in H. For
u in M, Mu is compact in H, and suppose that Km(u) and Gm(u) are a basis
for Tu and Nu respectively with Nu Tu=L2 . If, for u in M and directions
v transverse to Mu at u, dGm(u) admits the estimate &dGm(u) v&cm &v&
where cm is square summable locally uniformly in u and v, then for f in a
small neighborhood of f0 # l there exists uf # M satisfying F (uf)= f that
admits the estimate | f & f0 | l2c &uf&uf0 & where c0 is locally independent
of u in M and f in l. Let dG satisfy the estimate (4). Then Muf is
homeomorphic to Muf0 and to the standard infinite-dimensional torus T
.
Furthermore Muf and Muf are connected by a relatively short continuous
curve in H that is contained in M except for a countable number of elements.
In Section 2 we prove the theorem and in Section 3 we apply this result
to Korteweg-de Vries. A discussion of the proof was presented at the AMS
summer school at Amherst in 1990.
3
In this section, we prove the theorem. Lemma 1 shows that for f in a
small neighborhood of f0 # l there exists uf # M near uf0 where f =F (uf).
The elements uf of M correspond to distinct tori Muf and are connected
with uf0 in M by a relatively short curve. Lemma 2 establishes the sense in
which Muf is connected by a continuous curve in H to Muf0 .
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Lemma 1. For f0=F (uf0) # l, there is a number $ such that if f # l and
| f & f0 | l2$, then there exits a curve u( f, s), 0s1 in H that is contained
in M except for a countable number of values of s and connects the initial
value uf0 with u( f, 1)=uf # M ; f =F (uf) admits the estimate
c | f & f0 | l2&uf&uf0 &
where c is locally independent of u in M and f # l. The curve is relatively
short in the sense that the length of the curve in H joining uf0 with uf is
bounded by a fixed multiple of | f & f0 | l2 . The function u( f, s) in Hn is con-
tinuous in s uniformly in f and continuous in f uniformly in s. Furthermore,
u( f, s) converges in Hn to uf0 uniformly in s as f tends to f0 in l.
Proof. For f # l and f0=F (uf0), we construct a curve u({), {0 in H
starting at u(0)=uf0 and ends at u with F (u)= f, and is contained in M
except for an countable number of values {. We apply the estimate,
c1 |t| l2&tGu&c2 |t| l2 where c1 and c2 are independent of u in a small
neighborhood of uf0 in M. We select $ to keep u in this neighborhood of
uf in M.
Let $1=$2 and f # l satisfy $1| f & f0 | l2$. The subscript l2 in the
norm is suppressed throughout this section. Begin with uf0 and the direc-
tion ( f & f0) Guf0 that is transverse to Muf0 at uf0 in M ; and locally, any line
through uf0 in H is contained in M with the exception of an countable
number of elements. For directions R(u) near ( f & f0) Guf0 , there exists a
local flow dud{=R(u), u({) is bounded in Hm locally in {, u(0)=uf0 , and
du(0)d{=u* (0) satisfies
&u* (0)&( f & f0) Guf0 &:0 &( f & f0) Guf0 &,
where :0<<1 is an absolute constant. It can be shown that
{|
{
0
|
1
0
(u* (x, s)&u* (x, 0))2 dx ds=
12
- { :0 &u* (0)& (5)
locally in { for 0{<{1($1). Use (5) to check that
(( f & f0) Gu0 , u* (0))
&( f & f0) Gu0 & &u* (0)&

1&:0
1+:0
=:. (6)
Next expand | f &F (u({))|2 and divide by | f & f0 |2 to obtain
| f &F (u({))|2
| f & f0 |2
=1&2 :
m
( fm&Fm(uf0))(Fm(u({))&Fm(uf0))
| f & f0 | &u* (0)&
&u* (0)&
| f & f0 |
+
|F (u({))&F (uf0)|
2
| f & f0 |2
.
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We establish the estimate
:

m=1
( fm& f 0m)(Fm(u({))&Fm(uf0))
{
2
c1: | f & f0 | &u* (0)& . (6a)
Fm is twice Frechet differentiable and
:
N
m=1
( fm& f 0m)(Fm((u({))&Fm(uf0))
equals
|
{
0
:
N
m=1
(( fm& f 0m)(Gm(u(s))&Gm(uf0)), u* (s)) ds
+|
{
0 \ :
N
m=1
( fm& f 0m) Gm(uf0), u* (s)+ ds.
To estimate the first term, use the fact that u({) is contained in M except
for a countable number of { ’s, the estimates for dGm , the estimate (5), and
proceed as follows:
} |
{
0 \ :
N
m=1
( fm& f 0m)(Gm(u(s))&Gm(u0)), u* (s)+ ds }
= } |
{
0
|
s
0 \ :
N
m=1
( fm& f 0m) dGm(u(’)) u* (’), u* (s)+ d’ ds }
|
{
0
|
s
0 " :
N
m=1
( fm& f 0m) dGm(u(’)) u* (’)" &u* (s)& d’ ds
c { :
N
m=1
( fm& f 0m)
2=
12
|
{
0 {s |
s
0
&u* (’)&2 d’=
12
&u* (s)& ds
c { :
N
m=1
( fm& f 0m)
2=
12
&u* (0)&2 {2.
Rewrite the second term, use (5) in the form &u({)&u(0)&{u* (0)&
{:0 &u* (0)&, and estimate as follows:
} |
{
0 \ :
N
m=1
( fm& f 0m) Gm(u0), u* (s)+ ds }
= } { \ :
N
m=1
( fm& f 0m) Gm(u0), u* (0)++\ :
N
m=1
( fm& f 0m), u({)&u(0)&{u* (0)+ }
{(:&:0) " :
N
m=1
( fm& f 0m) Gm(u0)" &u* (0)&.
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Combine, let N tend to infinity, use the fact that &u* (0)& is comparable to
| f & f0 | and select { small depending on $1 to obtain (6a).
Now
| f &F (u({))|2
| f & f0 |2
1&
{c1 :
4
&u* (0)&
| f & f0 |
+
|F (u({))&F (u0)|2
| f & f0 |2
. (7)
To bound |F (u({))&Fm(u0)|2| f & f0 |2 we first obtain the estimate
&F (u({))&F (u0)&2c{2 &u* (0)& | f & f0 |.
Use the fact that Fm(u) is Frechet differentiable, (5), and that &u* (0)& is
comparable to | f & f0 | to obtain the estimate
:
N
m=1
(Fm(u({))&Fm(u0))2
=|
{
0 \ :
N
m=1
(Fm(u({))&Fm(u(0))) Gm(u(s)), u* (s)+ ds
|
{
0 " :
N
m=1
(Fm(u({))&Fm(u0)) Gm(u(s))" &u* (s)& ds
c2 { :
N
m=1
(Fm(u({))&Fm(u0))2=
12
|
{
0
&u* (s)& ds
c2 { &u* (0)& { :
N
m=1
(Fm(u({))&Fm(u0))2=
12
which leads to the result. Adjust { to obtain
|F (u({))&F (u0)|2
| f & f0 |2

{c1:
8
&u* (0)&
| f & f0 |
.
Combine with (7) to find
| f &F (u({))|2
| f & f0 |2
1&
{c1 :
8
&u* (0)&
| f & f0 |
.
Take the square root of the inequality, apply Cauchy’s inequality, and then
divide by | f & f0 | to obtain
| f &F (u({))|| f & f0 |&
{c1:
16
&u* (0)&.
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Similarly,
| f &F (u({))|| f & f0 |&c: &u({)&u(0)&.
Iteration gives un in M that satisfies
| f &F (un)|| f &F (un&1)|&c{ &u* n&1(0)& (8)
and
| f &F (un)|| f &F (un&1)|&c: &un&un&1&
where c is an absolute constant independent of { and $1 . Combine (8) and
use that &u* n&1(0)& is comparable to | f &F (un&1)| to verify
| f &F (un)|(1&c{)n | f &F (uf0)|(1&c{)
n $.
Select n so that | f &F (un)|$1 . Combine and find um in M where the
norm of um in M is bounded independently of m and admits the estimate
|F (um)& f |<
$
2m
and
c &um&um$&|F (um)&F (um$)|.
It follows that um converges to uf in M and that F (uf)= f satisfies
c &uf&uf0&| f &F (uf0)|,
where c is an absolute constant. The result follows.
This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
The inverse image of F (u)= f0 equals Mf0 , and S(t) uf0 identifies Mf0
with l2 Lf0 . Following [2], l2 Lf0 is identified with a compact subset of l2
in which each element is uniquely represented by m=1 {m|m , 0{m<1
in which |m # Lf0 is a complete minimal l2 sequence. The sense in which
Muf is homeomorphic to Muf0 is established in Lemma 2.
Lemma 2. Let f0=F (uf0) in l. For f in a small enough neighborhood of
f0 # l there exists a complete minimal l2 sequence |m( f ) such that |m( f )
converges to |m in l2 as f approaches f0 # l. Each element of l2 Lf is iden-
tified with m=1 {m|m( f ) in l2 for some {m , 0{m<1 where the con-
vergence is in l2 , uniformly in {m and locally uniformly in f. Furthermore,
there exists a curve m=1 {m|m( f, s), 0s1 in l2 that is continuous in s,
connects m=1 {m|m( f0) with 

m=1 {m|m( f ), and is relatively short in the
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sense that the length of the curve in l2 is less than 12 |

m=1 {m|m( f0)| l2 .
In addition, m=1 {m|m( f, s) converges in l2 uniformly in f, s, and {m ,
and in l2 , m=1 {m|m( f, s) is continuous in s uniformly in {m and f, and
continuous in f uniformly in s and {m .
Proof. We first construct a complete minimal l2 sequence |m( f ) # Luf
so that |m( f )  |m in l2 as f tends to f0 # l.
Step 1. Following the proof of Lemma 3 in [2], there exists
|m # Luf0 such that |m is a complete minimal l2 sequence that generates
Luf0 : the closure in l2 of the integral span of |m equals Luf0 . Use the com-
pactness of Muf0 and that S is an open map to verify that |
n
m=1 |m | l2 with
all rearrangements of the sum is bounded independently of n. It follows
that m=1 {m|m , 0{m<1 converges in l2 uniformly in {m , and that
m=1 ||m |
2
l2
is finite. It can be shown that the set of all convergent sums
m=1 {m|m , 0{m<1 with identification of {m=1 and {m=0 is a com-
pact subset of l2 .
The construction of |m( f ) depends on the following estimate. Let
vf=S(|m) uf . For f in a small enough neighborhood of f0 # l there is a
number $>0 independent of m such that &uf&vf&$. The estimate of
uf&vf =uf&S(|m) uf is developed as follows. Let |nm=(|
1
m , ..., |
n
m , 0, ...)
denote the truncation of |m in l2 . Then
&uf&vf&&uf&uf0 &+&S(|m) uf0&S(|m) uf &
&uf&vf0&+&S(|m) uf0&S(|
n
m) uf0 &
+&S(|nm) uf0&S(|
n
m) uf&+&S(|nm) uf&S(|m) uf &
c | f & f0 | l2+2c2 ||m&|
n
m | l2+&S(|
n
m) uf0&S(|
n
m) uf&,
where we have used the estimate in Lemma 1 and then (3) to verify that
&S(t) u&S(t$) v&c |t&t$| l2 where c is independent of u and v from
bounded sets in M. For m large, consider the estimation
&uf&vf&&S(|m) uf&uf&c2 ||m | l2 .
Use that |m  0 in l2 as m   to select ||m | l2 small for m large enough.
For finite m, use the convergence of |nm( f0) to |m( f0) to select for n large
and that S(t) u in L2 is continuous in u from M to obtain the estimate.
Next we construct |m( f ) from |m . By construction uf and vf=S(|m) uf
are elements of the same level set Muf . By modifying a technique intro-
duced in [2], we prove that for real numbers }m<<1 and S(|m) uf close
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enough to uf independently of m, there exist wm=|( f )m&|m with
S(wm) vf=uf that satisfy
&uf&vf& }mc1 ||m( f )&|m | l2 ,
where c1 is an absolute constant.
The subscript f is dropped and the subscript l2 in the notation for the
norm in the space l2 is suppressed in the remaining part of Step 1. Let
Kv=PTv(u&v) denote the projection of u&v onto Tv . In what follows we
consider the evolution v{=Kv , {0 with v(0)=v. Use of (3), and the
fact that Km(v) # L2 is continuous in v # M confirms that Kv is continuous
in v # M. Since S(t) v, t # l2 in Hm is defined for each v in Muf , the solution
v({), {0 in Muf of the initial value problem v{=Kv , {0 is defined.
We construct a curve joining v with u in Muf . This depends initially on
(Kv , u&v)&Kv& &u&v& and the sense in which the angle changes along
v({), {0. Since Kv=PTv(u&v) may not determine a curve that brings you
closer to u we adjust the direction. This gives a local solution which
initially may not be closer to u but finally reaches an element in Muf closer
to u. This construction uses the fact that &u& is constant on Mf . However,
this condition can be replaced with an infinite or finite codimension level
set comprised of Fm(u). If u&v # Nv , there exists dFv # Nv and u&v=
dFv=m cm dFm(v). Consider the portion of M with m cm(Fm(v)&Fm(0))
constant, and translate Tv along u&v as u’=v+’(u&v)+t’ K(v). Use
that m cm(Fm(u’)&Fm(0))=c independently of ’, and standard estimates
to find estimates comparable to the estimates in intems 24. Quantitative
estimates used in this construction are developed in the next five items.
Item 1. The sense in which (Kv , u&v)&Kv& &u&v& varies along
the solution u{=Kv is determined by
d
d{
(u&v({), Kv({))
&u&v({)& &Kv({) &
=
&&Kv({) &
&u&v({)& {1&
&Kv({) &2
&u&v({)&2
+
(dGv({) Kv({) , Kv({))
&Kv({)&2 = .
Begin with (u&v({), Kv({))&u&v({)& &Kv({) &, differentiate in {, and then
use dvd{=Kv and u&v=Kv+Gv to find
d
d{
(u&v({), Kv({))
&u&v({)& &Kv({) &
=
&&Kv({)&
&u&v({)&
+
&Kv({)&3
&u&v({)&3
+
(Gv({) , dKv({) Kv({))
&Kv({)& &u&v({)&
.
Differentiate (Gv({) , Kv({))=0 with respect to { and then substitute
(dGv({)Kv({) , Kv({))=&(Gv({) , dKv({)Kv({))
into the proceeding identity to obtain the result.
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Item 2. Fix 0’1. For v # Muf there is a function u’ in L2 such
that &u’&=&uf&, Kv=Tv(u’&v) satisfies
(Kv , u’&v)
&Kv& &u’&v&
1&- ’,
and &u’&v&=- ’ &u&v&.
The elements u and v belong to Muf and satisfy &u&=&v&=&uf &. There-
fore u and v are elements of Nu and Nv , respectively. Translate Tv along
u&v and find K(v) # Tv so that
u’=v+’(u&v)+K(v)
satisfies &u’&=&uf& and &K(v)&(- ’&’) &u&v&. If K(v) is in the direc-
tion of PTv(u&v), then a direct calculation shows that &u’&v&
2=
’ &u&v&2 and &u’&u&2=(1&’) &u&v&2. Use the estimates for &K(v)&
and &u&v& to estimate the angle between u’&v and the projection of
u’&v onto Tv .
Item 3. In this step v({), {0 corresponds to the solution in Muf
determined by Kv=PTv(u’&v). We establish
&u’&v({)&
&u’&v&&
1
4
(Kv , u’&v)
&Kv& &u’&v&
&u’&v& for {c0
(Kv , u’&v)
&Kv& &u’&v&
,
where c0 is an absolute constant and
&v({)&v&
{
2
&Kv&.
This will depend on the estimate
&dKv({) Kv({) &c &Kv({)&,
where c is an absolute constant. Use that Nv({) Tv({)=L2 and write
dKv({)Kv({)=K$v({)+G$v({) . Differentiate u’&v({)=Kv({)+Gv({) in {, multiply
the resulting expression by K$v({)+G$v({) , and integrate in x from zero to one.
Then differentiate (Kv({) , Gv({))=0 in {, and substitute (dKv({) Kv({) , G$v({))=
&(dG$v({)Kv({) , Kv({)) into the proceeding identity, and use the estimate for
dGv({) to establish the result.
Now
v({)&v&{Kv=|
{
0 {|
s
0
d
ds$
Kv(s$) ds$= ds. (9)
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Estimate in L2 and use the bound for &dKv({) Kv({) & and that &Kv({) &
&u’&v({)&&Kv& &u&v& from item one to prove
&v({)&v&{Kv&{|
{
0
|
s
0
|
1
0
dKv(s$) Kv(s$) dx ds$ ds=
12
{2c &Kv&. (10)
If c{12
&v({)&v&
{
2
&Kv&.
Estimates (9) and (10) are used to establish
(u’&v({), v({)&v)
&u’&v({)& &v({)&v&

1
2
(Kv , u’&v)
&Kv& &u’&v&
, (11)
where { is bounded above by a fixed multiple of (Kv , u’&v)&Kv& &u’&v&.
Next expand &u’&v&2=&u’&v+v&v({)&2 and divide by &u’&v&2 to
obtain
&u’&v({)&2
&u’&v&2
=1&2
(u’&v, v({)&v)
&u’&v& &v({)&v&
&v({)&
&u’&v&2
.
Apply (11) and (9) and adjust the proceeding { and find
&u’&v({)&2
&u’&v&2
1&
(Kv , u’&v)
&Kv & &u’&v&
&v({)&v&
&u’&v&
+
&v({)&v&2
&u’&v&2
1&
1
2
(Kv , u’&v)
&Kv & &u’&v&
&v({)&v&
&u’&v&
.
Take the square root of the inequality, apply Cauchy’s inequality, and then
divide by &u’&v& to obtain the result.
Item 4. Begin with u’ as in items 3 and 4. Fix 0}1. If v # Muf
with &u&v& is small enough number $ and if ’ is chosen small depending on
} then there is a t # l2 and S(t) v # Muf that satisfy
&S(t) v&u’&
}
2
- ’ &u’&v& (12)
and
c1 |t| l2&S(t) v&u’&, (13)
where c1 is independent of v and f.
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The projection of u&v onto Tv determines a curve in Muf . Since this
vector may not determine a curve that brings you closer to u we adjust the
direction. To determine the direction we translate Tv along u&v and use
Item 2 to find u’ # L2 with &u’&=&uf &. Now Kv=PTv(u’&v) satisfies
(Kv , u’&v)
&Kv& &u’&v&
1&- ’.
Let v({) denote the curve determined by Kv=PTv(u’&v) and let
:({, ’)=
(Kv({) , u’&v)
&Kv({)& &u’&v&
.
Use Item 1, the estimate of (dGvKv , Kv) and the fact that &Gv({) &
&u’&v({)&&u’&v&=- ’ &u&v&$ - ’ to show that :({, ’) satisfies
&:+:3&- ’ c $:
d:
d{
&:+:3+- ’ c $:, :(0, ’)1&- ’,
where c is an absolute constant.
For each ’, iterate Item 3 and find {m<c0 :m&1 , 1mN where
:m&1=:({m&1), {0=0, and vm=v({m) satisfies
&vm&v’&&vm&1&u’&&
1
4
:m&1 &vm&vm&1 &
&vm&vm&1&
{m
2
&Kvm&1 &.
Combine and use the definition of :m to obtain
&vm&u’&&vm&1&u’&& 18:m&1{m &Kvm&1 &[1&
1
8 {m:
2
m&1] &u’&vm&
and
&vN&u’&&u’&v& ‘
N
m=1
[1& 18 {m:
2
m]. (14)
For N large, we determine ’ and establish that
‘
N+1
m=1 {1&
1
8
{m:2m&1(’)=<- ’}2 .
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Let s=- ’ and rm={1+{2+ } } } +{m . By construction :m(s)=:(rm , s)
where :0(s)=:(0, s)=- 1&s2. The estimate is established by under-
estimating Nm=1 {m:
2(rm&1 , s). :(r, s) is underestimated by the solution
f (r, s) of the equation
f
{
=&f + f 3&s $f, f (0, s)=- 1&s2,
where we have adjusted $. f (r, s) decreases in r and in s and
lim
r  
f (r, s)=0 and lim
s  0
f (r, s)=1.
Let real 0<#<1, {m=rm&rm&1=c20[1m]
1&#, 1mN+1 and c01
be the number determined in Item 3. For f (rm&1 , s), 0<s<1, use the
properties of the function f (r, s) to confirm the existence of s=s$m&1(#),
1mN for which
f 2(rm&1 , s$m&1)c20 { 1m=
#
.
It follows that {m<c0 f (rm&1 , s$m&1). To determine the sense in which s
depends on N we need the following estimate. Multiply the equation for
f (r, s) by f (r, s) and integrate from r$ to r and use the fact that f (r, s) is
decreasing in r and confirm
1
1&2(r&r$)
f 2(r, s) f 2(r$, s)&
2s $(r&r$)
1&2(r&r$)
provided that r&r$<12. For s<s$N&1 , r=rN and r$=rN&1 , use the pre-
vious inequality, together with f 2(rN&1 , s)> f 2(rN&1 , s$N&1) and previous
estimates to establish, for s=sN=N2#cN2$, that
{N+1 f 2({N , sN)
1
4
c40
1
N+1
and
{N+1<c0 f (rN , sN),
where cN tends to (1&2#)# as N approaches infinity. Combine
f (rm&1 , sN)> f (rm&1 , s$m&1), mN
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with the previous estimates and then adjust $ to find
‘
N+1
m=1
[1& 18{m :
2
m&1(sN)]sNN
2#&c$(1&2#) #&1,
where c$1 is a small constant, and independent of v, N, and #. Select #
and N independent of v to obtain the result.
Combine (14) with the estimate of the product to confirm
&u’&vN&
}
2
- ’ &u’&v&. (15)
By construction, the curve v({) corresponds to a curve t({) # l2 and
v({)=S(t({)) v. Combine (15) with &u&u’& and obtain (12). By definition
(u’&v({), Kv({))
&u’&v({)& &Kv({) &
=&Kv({) &&u’&v({)&<1.
After adjusting $ apply (3) and obtain (13).
We combine and prove Lemma 2. Begin with v in Muf and &u&v&$
where $ is selected as in Item 4 independently of }. By the previous steps,
find tm # l2 , m1 where vm=S(tm) vm&1 , v0=v satisfies
&S(tm) vm&1&u&\}2 ’+- 1&’+ &u&vm&1&,
\}2 ’+- 1&’+
m
&u&v1&,
and
c1 |t|
}
2
’ &u&vm&1&
}
2
’ \}2 ’+- 1&’+
m&1
&u&v&.
It follows that vm converges to u in L2 . Sum the estimate for |tm | and find
c1 } :
N
m=1
tm }c1 :
N
m=1
|tm |&u&v&
}
1&}
which confirms the convergence of m=1 tm to t in l2 . By construction,
vN=S \ :
N
m=1
tm + v
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is in Hm . It follows from the convergence of vN to u in L2 that
S(Nm=1 tm) v converges to S(t) v in Hm and that S(t) v=u satisfies
c1 |t|
}
1&}
&S(t) v&v&.
This completes the proof.
Step 2. For f in a small enough neighborhood of f0 # l, there exists
|m( f ) in Lf that is a complete minimal sequence in l2 and |m( f ) con-
verges to |m in l2 as f tends to f0 . In addition, m=1 {m|m( f ) converges
in l2 uniformly in f and {m . The collection of all convergent sums
m=1 {m|m( f ), 0{m<1 with the identification of {m=1 and {m=0 is a
compact subset of l2 .
Following [2], there exists |m in Lf0 that is a complete minimal
sequence of l2 . There exist functions |^m on l2 for which the l2 product
(|m , |^n) equals zero for m{n and one if m=n. Select }m so that
m=1 ||m | ||^m | }m is finite. By step one, there exists |m( f ) for which
S(|m( f )) uf=uf and
c1 ||m( f )&|m | l2
}m
1&}m
&S(|m) uf&uf &c2
}m
1&}m
||m | l2 , (16)
where c1 and c2 are absolute constants. Combine this inequality with the
result of step one that &S(|m) uf&uf& approaches zero as f tends to f0 , to
establish the result.
Since |m is a complete minimal sequence in l2 , | # l2 equals Nm=1 cm|m
where cm=(|, |^m). Estimate
} :
N
m=1
cm(|m( f )&|m) } l2
by using (16), the fact that m=1 ||m | ||^m | }m is finite, and the con-
vergence of |m( f ) to |m in l2 as f approaches f0 to confirm
} :
N
m=1
cm(|m( f )&|m) } l2 
1
2 } :
N
m=1
cm|m } l2 . (17)
Use the proceeding inequality together with a small modification of the proof
of a stability result due to PaleyWeiner [11] to prove that |m( f ) is a com-
plete minimal l2 sequence. The convergence of m=1 {m|m , 0{m<1 in l2
uniformly in {m and (17) establish that, in l2 , m=1 {m|m( f ) converges
uniformly in {m and f. It follows that the collection of convergent series
m=1 {m|m( f ), 0{m<1 with the identification of {m=1 with {m=0 is a
compact subset of l2 .
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Step 3. In l2 , m=1 {m|m( f ) converges to 

m=1 {m|m uniformly in
{m as f tends to f0 in l. This follows directly from the convergence of |m( f )
to |m in l2 as f tends to f0 in l and that in l2 , m=1 {m|m( f ) converges
uniformly in {m and f.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
4
We apply the result of this work and [2] to Kortewegde Vries. Let u
be a smooth periodic function. In this case, Gardner, Kruskal, and Muira
[12, 13] constructed an infinite sequence of functionals Im(u) of the form
Im(u)=|
1
0
Pn(u) ds,
where Pn(u)=a(Dnu)2+bDnuDn&2u+c(Dn&1u)2+dDnu+eDn&1u, a is a
constant and (b, ..., e) are polynomials in (D ju), jn&1. If Dku has weight
1+k2 then Pn(u) has weight n+2. The first three functionals are
|
1
0
u dx, |
1
0
u2 dx, |
1
0 \
u3
6
&
u2x
2 + dx.
J=x defines the Poisson bracket. [Im(u), In(u)] vanishes for all m and
n and Im(u) are constant along solutions of
u
t
=KIm(u)=

x
GIm(u) , m1,
the generalized Kortewegde Vries equation [13, 14].
The original Kortewegde Vries equation is equivalent to
u
t
=[Q, A],
where A=4D3&3(uD+ux) and Q=&d 2dx2+u. The operator Q acting
on smooth periodic functions has a discrete spectrum comprised of a
simple periodic value *0 followed by alternately period two and period one
pairs *1*2<*3*4< } } }   of simple and for double eigenvalues with
eigenfunctions fm(u). The function y1(x, *), respectively y2(x, *), is the solu-
tion of Qy=*y with y1(0, *)=1, dy1(0, *)dx=0, respectively y2(0, *)=0,
dy2(0, *)dx=1. The periodic eigenvalues are the roots of the equation
y1(1, *)+dy2(1, *)dx=2; period two eigenvalues are those of y1(1, *)+
dy2(1, *)dx=&2. The equation and initial condition confirm that
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y1(x) dy2(x)dx& y2(x) dy1(x)dx=1. Gardner, Kruskal, and Muira have
shown that if u(x, t) is a solution of the Kortewegde Vries equation then
the spectrum of the operator Q(t) is independent of t. Lax [5] showed that
the eigenvalues *m(u) are constant under all the generalized KdV flows.
Kruskal and Zabusky [4] observed that the functionals Im(u) are functions
of the *m(u). The portion of C 1 for which all but finitely many eigenvalues
are double is dense and open. We consider the general situation in which
the spectrum of
&d 2dx2+u0
is simple. The eigenvalues satisfy
*2m&1 , *2m=m2?2+|
1
0
u0 dx+0(m&2)
uniformly in u0 from bounded sets in H as m tends to infinity.
In what follows, the condition 10 u dx=0 is imposed. Let F2m(u)=
*2m(u)&m2?2 and F2m&1(u)=*2m&1(u)&m2?2 and consider the set Mu0 of
smooth period one functions with the same spectrum as u0 . Denote by M
the portion of C 1 for which the spectrum of &d
2dx2+u is simple. The
estimates of *m imply that m=1 (Fm(u))
2 is finite and that the convergence
is uniform in u from bounded sets in Hn . F(u)=(F1(u), F2(u), ..., Fm(u), ...)
maps M into l2 . Let l=F(M). For each f in l, F&1(l ) equals Muf . Im(u) is
constant on Muf and Lax [4] showed that &u&’ is controlled by Im(u),
m1 for every n. This shows that Muf is compact in C

1 . The gradient
of Fm(u) is d*m(u)= f 2m(u)& fm&
2. Lax [4] verified that the *m are in
involution. Set Gm(u)= f 2m(u), Km(u)=m
&1Df 22m(u), and let Nu and Tu
be the closure in L2 of the span Gm(u) and Km(u) respectively. For u in
Muf , McKean and Trubowitz [1] established that Gm(u) is a basis of Nu
and that Km(u) is a basis for Tu and that Nu Tu=L2 . In particular,
each Gu in Nu is uniquely expressible as Gu=m=1 tmGm(u) and c1 |t|
&m tmGm(u)&c2 |t|, where c1 and c2 depend continuously on u # M. In
[2] we verified that (dGv Kv , Kv)&Kv&2c &Gv & where c is independent of
v in Muf . By the result in [2], Muf is an infinite-dimensional torus. It is
known that if u0 is an element of M and v # Hn then u0+;v for all ; small
enough is contained in M except for an countable number of values of ;.
This determines a local solution of
du
d{
=R(u), u(0)=u0
that is transverse to the level set Mu0 .
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To complete the application, we verify that
&dGm(u) v&cm &v&
for directions v transverse to Mu at u and cm is independent of u in a small
neighborhood of u0 and v and is square summable. Let *=s2. y1(x, s) and
y2(x, s) are expressed by
y1(x, s)=cos(sx)+
1
s |
x
0
sin(s(x& y)) u(’) y1(’, s) d’
and
y2(x, s)=
sin(sx)
s
+
1
s |
x
0
sin(s(x&’)) u(’) y2(’, s) d’.
For s and s$ bounded away from zero, use Gronwall’s inequality to obtain
| y1(x, s)& y1(x, s$)|c |s&s$|
| y2(x, s)& y2(x, s$)|c |s&s$|,
where c is independent of s and s$ and depends only on the bound
max |u(x)|. For s and s$ bounded away from zero, the period one eigen-
functions f (x, s)= y2(1, s) y1(x, s)+(1& y1(1, s)) y2(x, s) satisfy
| f (x, s)& f (x, s$)|c |s&s$| ,
where c is an absolute constant. Period two eigenfunctions satisfy a similar
estimate.
For a curve u({), {0 which is continuous in H and contained in M
except for a countable number of values of { with u(0)=u in M and
u* (0)=v a direction transverse to Mu at u, we develop the bound
& fm(u) f4 m(u)&cm &v&,
where cm is independent of u and v and is square summable. First we con-
sider period one functions f2m , f2m&1 where m is even. In the present
calculation fm= fm(u({)), *m(u({)) and dfmd{ satisfies
{&d
2
d{
+u&*m= dfmd{ =& fm
du
d{
+ fm
d*m
d{
.
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The right hand side of the previous identity is perpendicular to fm . By com-
pleteness of period one eigenfunctions fl (u({)) and the proceeding differen-
tial expression, we find
dfm
d{
= :
l{m
(*4 m fm&u* fm , fl)
(*l&*m) & f l&2
f l .
For l=2m, 2m&1 use of the estimate for *l and *2m shows that, for j and
m large, |*2l (v)&*2m(v)|>c |l 2&m2| where c depends only on the bound
for max |v(x)|. To estimate df2m d{ in L2 we use ( f2m , f l)=0 to verify
& f2m &2= :$
l
(u* , f2m fl)2
(*l&*2m)2 & fl&2
+
(u* , f2m f2m&1)2
(*2m&*2m&1)2 & f2m&1 &2
,
where $ indicates that l{2m, 2m&1. For l $ large enough, bound the terms
l>l $ in the sum as follows
:$
l>l $
(u* , f2m fl)2
(*l&*2m)2 & fl &2
 :$
l>l $
| f2m | 2 &v&
2 & f l&2
(*l&*2m)2 & f l&2
 :$
l>l $
c &v&2
(l 2&m2)2

c &v&2
m2
,
where we have used the fact that | f2m | is bounded independently of m
and that
|
m&1
1
dx
(m2&x2)2
+|

m+1
dx
(m2&x2)2
is bounded by a fixed multiple of m&2.
To estimate the remaining term, use fxx+uf =*f and standard estimates
to find for * large that f 2(x)& f &2c where c depends on the bound for
u in H. Use ( f2m , f2m&1)=0 to write
(u* , f2m f2m&1)=\( f
2
2m&1 , u* )
& f2m&1 &2
f2m&1&u* f2m&1 , f2m& f2m&1+ .
Then apply | f2m(u({))& f2m&1(u({))|c |- *2m &- *2m&1 | and estimates
as follows
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(( f 22m&1 , u* )(& f2m&1&
2) f2m&1&u* f2m&1 , f2m& f2m&1)
|*2m&1&*2m | & f2m&1&

| f2m& f2m&1 | 
|*2m&*2m&1 | & f2m&1 & |
1
0 }
( f 22m&1 , u* )
& f2m&1 &2
f2m&1&u* f2m&1 } dx

c |- *2m &- *2m&1 |
& f2m&1& |*2m&*2m&1 | {&u* & & f2m&1&+& f2m&1&
|( f 22m&1 , u* )|
& f2m&2 =

c &v&
- *2m +- *2m&1 {1+
| f2m&1 | 2
& f2m&1&2=c &v&
1
m
.
Estimate the remaining terms in a similar manner. This leads to the result.
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